### Lower Division Requirements

**Required courses:**
- [ ] LTEN 21
- [ ] LTEN 22
- [ ] LTEN 23
- [ ] LTEN 25
- [ ] LTEN 26

**And any 1 of the following courses:**
- [ ] LTEN 27
- [ ] LTEN 28
- [ ] LTEN 29

Additional lower division courses may be required for the Secondary Literature Requirement. See reverse side for details.

### Upper Division Requirements

**1 course from each category below:**

(On the Course Description page of the Literature website, these courses are marked with an “a”, “b”, “c”, or “d” after the course title.)
- [ ] British Lit pre-1660 (a) 
- [ ] British Lit post-1660 (b) 
- [ ] U.S. Lit pre-1860 (c) 
- [ ] U.S. Lit post-1860 (d) 

**Any 2 upper div Literature electives:**

(Any upper division courses taken for the Secondary Literature Requirement below will count towards the Literature electives as well)
- [ ] LT____ 
- [x] LT____  

**Secondary Literature Course**

**Any 5 upper division LTEN courses:**

(Or any upper division courses flagged as “LTEN-equivalent” on the Course Description page of the Literature website)
- [ ] LTEN  
- [ ] LTEN  
- [ ] LTEN  
- [ ] LTEN  
- [ ] LTEN  

**Any 1 of the following courses:**
- [ ] LTCS 100
- [ ] LTTH 110
- [ ] LTTH 115

### Secondary Literature Requirement

All Literature majors are required to become fluent in a second language and take at least 1 upper division Literature course in that language. Please see reverse side for course options.

- [ ] LT____  
- [ ] LT____  
- [ ] LT____  

**MUST be upper division, also applies as a Literature elective above**

**All courses taken to satisfy major requirements must be taken for a letter grade.**
All Literature majors are required to become fluent in a second language and take at least one upper division Literature course in the language. The number of courses needed to complete this requirement varies depending on the language you choose and your proficiency in that language. Where you place in a given language sequence can be determined by an AP score, past articulated coursework, or a placement exam. Please contact our advisors for more details.

### Language Options

**American Sign Language**
- LISL 1A/1AX → LISL 1B/1BX → LISL 1C/1CX → LISL 1D/1DX → **LISL 1E/1EX** → UD ASL → UD ASL
  
  *Upper division ASL courses vary by quarter. Ask a Literature Dept Advisor for details.*

**Chinese**
- **LTCH 101** (can be taken up to 3 times for credit)
  
  *Additional courses through the Chinese Studies Department can also be used. Please contact advisor for details.*

**French**
- LIFR 1A/1AX → LIFR 1B/1BX → LIFR 1C/1CX → LTFR 2A → LTFR 2B → LTFR 2C or LTFR 50 → UD LTFR

**German**
- LIGM 1A/1AX → LIGM 1B/1BX → LIGM 1C/1CX → LTGM 2A → LTGM 2B → LTGM 2C → UD LTGM

**Greek**
- LTGK 1 → LTGK 2 → LTGK 3 → UD LTGK

**Hebrew**
- JUDA 1 → JUDA 2 → JUDA 3 → UD JUDA

**Italian**
- LIIT 1A/1AX → LIIT 1B/1BX → LIIT 1C/1CX → LTIT 2A → LTIT 2B → LTIT 50 → UD LTIT

**Korean**
- LTKO 1A → LTKO 1B → LTKO 1C → LTKO 2A → LTKO 2B → LTKO 2C → **LTKO 3** → **LTKO 100**
  
  *For the last 2 steps you may take LTKO 3 twice and LTKO 100 once OR take LTKO 3 once and LTKO 100 twice.*

**Latin**
- LTLA 1 → LTLA 2 → LTLA 3 → UD LTLA
  
  *There is also a Summer Session option of LTLA 4, which counts as LTLA 1, LTLA 2, and LTLA 3 combined.*

**Russian**
- LTRU 1A → LTRU 1B → LTRU 1C → LTRU 2A → **LTRU 2B** → **LTRU 2C** → UD LTRU

**Spanish**
- LISP 1A/1AX → LISP 1B/1BX → LISP 1C/1CX → LTSP 2A → LTSP 2B → LTSP 2C → **LTSP 50 A/B/C** → UD LTSP
  
  *For the last 2 steps you may take 2 LTSP 50 courses (A, B, or C) and 1 UD LTSP course OR you may take 1 LTSP 50 course (A, B, or C) and 2 UD LTSP courses.*

---

The courses that are **bold** are the ones that will directly apply to the Secondary Literature Requirement for your major, so they must be taken for a letter grade. All other courses leading up to those may be taken pass/no pass.

---

**IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE MAJOR REQUIREMENTS OR THE SECONDARY LITERATURE REQUIREMENT, PLEASE CONTACT A LITERATURE DEPARTMENT ADVISOR THROUGH WALK-IN ADVISING (LITERATURE BLDG, ROOM 110) OR THE VIRTUAL ADVISING CENTER (VAC.UCSD.EDU).**